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STATE OF IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

BEFORE THE IOWA UTILITIES BOARD 
           ____________ 
  :  
IN RE:  : 
  : 
DISTRIBUTED GENERATION  :  DOCKET NO. NOI-2014-0001 
  : 
  : 

 

RESPONSE OF MIDAMERICAN ENERGY COMPANY  

TO SEPTEMBER 19, 2014 ORDER 

 

 COMES NOW, MidAmerican Energy Company (“MidAmerican”), and for its additional 

comments in response to the Iowa Utilities Board (“Board”) Order Soliciting Additional 

Comments on Distributed Generation, Net Metering, and Interconnection and Including Reports 

issued on September 19, 2014, submits as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 MidAmerican appreciates the opportunity to provide additional comments responsive to 

the Board’s September 19, 2014 Order in this notice of inquiry (“NOI”) proceeding on 

distributed generation (“DG”). It appears that the first two rounds of comments have served the 

purpose of allowing the Board to develop tentative positions and narrow the outstanding issues.   

The additional and more specific questions posed in the September 19, 2014 Order will continue 

to clarify the issues surrounding net metering (“NEM”) and interconnection and will assist in the 

development of sound policies that will position the state to move forward in a reasonable, fair 

manner with the expected growth of DG.  

MidAmerican omits certain questions posed by the Board that are directed to specific 

interested parties other than MidAmerican or those that ask for response to a position originally 

posed by MidAmerican, but reserves the right to comment on these questions in the future. 
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MIDAMERICAN’S RESPONSE  

TO THE BOARD’S SEPTEMBER 19, 2014 QUESTIONS 

 

MidAmerican’s comments are organized according to the Board’s September 19, 2104 

Order. 

Questions 1-5 For Non-Utility Participants 

 

MidAmerican has no comments related to these questions. 

 

For Utility Participants 

 

6. Several commenters assert that including CHP and WHP projects as eligible 

facilities in the net metering rules would encourage the development of small CHP 

and WHP projects.  Assuming it is legally possible, would you object to including 

these types of projects as facilities eligible for net metering if they fall under the 500 

kW size cap? Explain why or why not.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 As addressed in MidAmerican’s responses to Question 7 on page 4 of the Board’s May 

12, 2014 Order soliciting additional comments on Distributed Generation, Net Metering, and 

Interconnection Including Reports, MidAmerican does not believe an expansion of net metering 

to include CHP and WHP projects in its current form is appropriate since NEM: (1) does not 

result in rates for utility service provided to DG customers recovering the full costs of that 

service; and (2) only by coincidence would it result in DG customers being compensated for DG 

energy delivered to the grid commensurate with the value of that DG energy at the time of 

delivery. 

For All Participants 

 

7. MidAmerican states that a cash-out option may require Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (“FERC”) approval because it may be considered a wholesale 

transaction instead of a net metering arrangement.  Do you agree? Explain.  
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MidAmerican Response: 

 

 FERC has created a specific and limited exception for NEM from FERC’s exclusive 

jurisdiction over sales for resale.
1
  In FERC’s view, no sale for resale is deemed to occur under 

NEM during the billing cycle, as long as the NEM customer is not paid for any DG production in 

excess of personal use.  However, at the time of NEM reconciliation, a sale for resale does occur 

if the NEM structure provides for a cashout of any DG/NEM production in excess of personal 

use existing at the time of the reconciliation.
2
  This sale for resale will not require the NEM 

customer to have a FERC-approved rate on file, as long as the sale price is at a state-approved 

avoided-cost rate.  That said, a state cannot compel a regulated utility to pay more than its 

avoided cost for power purchased from an NEM customer.   

 More specifically, a customer-generator, whether an NEM customer or not, may make a 

wholesale sale of power without being subject to FERC regulation under the following 

circumstances, which vary depending on its size: 

1 MW and under:  The customer-generator is eligible to be a qualifying facility 

(“QF”) under 18 C.F.R. § 292.203.  See 18 C.F.R. § 292.601(c)(1) (exempting 

QFs from rate regulation in defined circumstances) and 18 C.F.R. § 292.203(d) 

(exempting 1 MW or smaller entities from having to self-certify).   

 

1 MW- 20 MW:  It is eligible to be a QF under 18 C.F.R. § 292.203 and it has 

self-certified as a QF by a FERC filing.  See 18 C.F.R. § 292.601(c)(1). 

 

                                                           
1
 Under a scenario where there is no net metering and production and consumption are metered separately, there is 

no question that any compensation for power produced would be a wholesale sale. 

 
2
 Although some commenters presume all state NEM programs have a cashout with proceeds paid to the NEM 

customer, in the experience of MidAmerican and the other Berkshire Hathaway Energy Company utilities, that 

structure is actually in the minority of state NEM programs.  A majority of the NEM programs either roll the excess 

forward as a credit, as does MidAmerican’s Rate NB, or require forfeiture of the excess.  A few state NEM 

programs cash out the excess, but contribute the proceeds to a fund or cause rather than pay the proceeds to the 

NEM customer. 
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Over 20 MW:  It is eligible to be a QF under 18 C.F.R. § 292.203, it has self-

certified as a QF by a FERC filing, and it sells power under PURPA (“Public 

Utility Regulatory Policies Act”).  See 18 C.F.R. § 292.601(c)(1).
3
 

 

 A state may only compel a public utility to purchase power from a particular seller if the 

seller is a QF and the state is requiring the utility to pay no more than the utility’s avoided cost.
4
   

8. Provide comments on MidAmerican's assertion that a cash-out option encourages 

overbuild of a DG system. 

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 To the extent the cashout price paid to the NEM customer exceeds the value of the energy 

at the time it was produced, the NEM customer is encouraged to overbuild.  Similarly, to the 

extent overbuilding allows the NEM customer to avoid paying the full costs of the utility service 

that the NEM customer uses, that encourages NEM customers to overbuild. 

 MidAmerican’s comment is made in the context of the current net metering situation, 

where customer production is being subsidized by a credit equal to the full retail rate. This 

concern would be lessened if the cash-out option is constructed using the rate structure described 

in MidAmerican’s response to Question 16 and the cash-out amount is based on the value of that 

energy at the time it was purchased by the utility. 

9. Some commenters recommend setting a cap on the amount of cash-out the customer 

could receive. 

 

a. Do you agree that a cap is needed?  

  

                                                           
3
 FERC has relieved MidAmerican and Interstate Power and Light Company of their obligations to purchase energy 

and capacity made available from QFs with net capacity above 20 MW. 

 
4
 Cal. Pub. Utils. Comm’n, 132 FERC ¶ 61,047, clarified, 133 FERC ¶ 61,059 (2010), reh’g denied 134 FERC ¶ 

61,044 (2011). Indeed, after the issuance of the FERC orders referenced in footnote 4, the California Public Utilities 

Commission (“PUC”) adopted a cash-out form of net metering tariff and ruled that it would implement such net 

metering “surplus compensation” program pursuant to PURPA.  CPUC Decision 11-06-016 (Issued June 9, 2011).  

In that order, the California PUC’s Finding of Fact 4 read, “According to FERC, a transfer of net surplus energy by 

a net metering customer to a utility constitutes a wholesale transaction that must comply with either the FPA or 

PURPA.” 
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MidAmerican Response: 

 

 MidAmerican’s response to Question 8 above and Question 1d. on page 3 of the Board’s 

May 12, 2014 Order explain how a cashout option could encourage the overbuilding of DG 

systems.  A size cap would be helpful in removing the incentive to overbuild. 

b. If yes, at what level and why that level? 

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 MidAmerican’s response to Question 1d. on page 3 of the Board’s May 12, 2014 Order 

suggested a size cap set at 5% or less of the customer’s production. 

10. If the customer is allowed to cash-out a net balance, should it be: 

 

a. On a monthly basis or an annual basis?  Explain why.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 If the customer is allowed to cash-out a net balance, the cash-out should occur each billing 

cycle, which corresponds to a monthly basis. This would better match the likely value of the 

power produced with the prices used for the cash-out.  The value of the cash-out would even more 

closely match the value of the power produced if a more discrete time interval were used in 

conjunction with the rate structure described in MidAmerican’s response to Question 16 to 

calculate the value of the cash-out. 

b. Required or optional? Explain why.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 If the cash-out rate does not contain a subsidy or if the amount of cash-out is limited so 

that overbuilding would not result, then it would be beneficial to require cash-out on a monthly 

basis. In that way, the benefit to the DG customer would likely better match the value to the utility 

of the energy produced as described in MidAmerican’s response to Question 10(a).   

11. Comment on the potential impact of IPL’s suggested rule change that would 
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consider net metered kWh as a cost of purchased power recoverable through the 

energy adjustment clause.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 MidAmerican would support IPL’s suggested rule change to consider net metered kWh as 

a cost of purchased power recoverable through the energy adjustment clause. MidAmerican 

believes these costs would meet the Board’s requirements for costs to be included for energy 

adjustment clause recovery.  

12. Although there was no consensus, the commenters discussed whether a cash-out rate 

should be based on the utility’s avoided cost rate or the utility’s retail rate. Explain 

which one you believe is the appropriate rate and why.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 It is MidAmerican’s position that cash-out should be conducted by time-of-use period 

assuming that time-of-use rates are in place for DG customers (see Question 16) and that cash-

out should be based on the utility’s retail rate for generation service.  Cash-out at retail rates for 

generation service signal that the utility’s generation and the DG customer’s generation are of 

equal value, that the utility’s generation is not more valuable than the DG customer’s generation, 

and vice versa. This arrangement provides for a direct comparision of the retail costs of utility 

versus distributed generation service that the DG customer can self-provide, while separating out 

the costs of other services that will continue to be provided by the utility. 

13. IPL and MidAmerican discuss connecting the meters on a DG customer’s premises 

in order to aggregate meters, while the Iowa Nebraska Equipment Dealers 

Association (INEDA) believes no physical connection is necessary.  Comment on 

this.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 INEDA and MidAmerican simply approach net metering from different perspectives.  As 

stated in its initial comments on p. 3, INEDA advocates expanding net billing options “. . . to 

optimize customer-owned renewable energy generation.”  Although INEDA suggests in its 
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additional comments on p. 5 there will be no revenue impact from meter aggregation, this may 

only be the case with a customer at multiple locations on a rate where customer charges are 

equally recovered in each block of the rate and there are no demand charges or other provisions 

that are triggered by a certain level of usage.
5
    

 On the other hand, in approaching aggregation of net metering, one of MidAmerican’s 

key concerns is to make the practice consistent with its rate structure, tariffs and current business 

practices.  This ensures that there is no additional cross-subsidization by utility customers who 

choose not to net meter.  MidAmerican’s Rate NB applies net metering to facilities at any one 

geographic location or point of service which are intended to serve the owner of the net billed 

facility.  If aggregation is permitted under Rate NB, in order to meet the “one geographic 

location” standard, the properties would need to be contiguous and under common ownership 

and, implicitly, all be on the same rate.  As a customary practice, MidAmerican typically has 

allowed aggregation of multiple secondary services to a primary metering point if owned by one 

entity.  The load would need to be served off of one feeder line and all services would need to be 

charged the same rate.  Further, the customer would need to own the secondary transformation 

and secondary lines to move the metering to the high side or pay excess facilities charges for 

dedicated facilities to consolidate the metering.  These are the provisions upon which 

MidAmerican’s revenue requirement is based. 

14. MidAmerican suggests that meter aggregation needs to occur behind the meter and 

the utility’s distribution system cannot be used to aggregate the meters; otherwise, 

FERC would consider it retail wheeling.  Do you agree? Explain why or why not.  

                                                           
5 The Board is sensitive to the impact that aggregating usage may have on other customers.  In In re Plymouth 

Energy, LLC and Plymouth Oil Company, LLC, in its Order Denying Request for Waiver in Docket No. WRU-08-

46-3900, issued February 10, 2009, the Board refused to allow two entities with very similar ownership and adjacent 

facilities to master meter because they would share a monthly charge and the overall energy billing amount would 

be less than if calculated individually for each customer. 
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MidAmerican Response: 

 

 The Board has defined retail wheeling as “. . . allowing a customer to have access to [a 

utility’s]  transmission and distribution facilities so that a customer can procure electricity from a 

third party to be delivered through [the utility’s] transmission and distribution facilities.” In re 

MidAmerican Energy Company, Docket No. DRU-98-1, “Declaratory Ruling” at 1, issued May 

29, 1998.  Meter aggregation involves using one renewable facility to serve multiple premises 

and using utility facilities to deliver the power.  Unless the use of utility facilities to distribute 

power in this manner is already authorized under the utility tariff and the Board rules, it is retail 

wheeling under the Board’s definition. 

15. For more accurate reporting to the Board, the U.S. Energy Information 

Administration and FERC, IPL suggested changing 199 IAC 20.9(2) to reflect that 

all energy produced in excess of that used by the net metering customer would be 

considered an energy purchase.  Do you agree with this suggested change? Explain 

your response.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 Pursuant to 199 IAC 20.9(2)6, purchases from AEP facilities are to be reflected in the 

energy adjustment clause. This includes the costs of energy purchased from net metering 

customers pursuant to 199 IAC 15.11.  It is consistent with the Board’s rules, as well as PURPA, 

to include any purchase costs associated with net metering as an energy purchase because net 

metering is no more than a method for facilitating energy transactions from small customers 

under PURPA. 

16. IPL, MidAmerican and the Consumer Advocate Division of the Department of 

Justice (Consumer Advocate) suggested a rate design change for DG customers such 

as a time-of-use (TOU) or demand rate. According to MidAmerican, this would 

remove any possible cross-subsidization between DG customers and non-DG 

customers. Is this a reasonable solution to this issue? Explain.   

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 In MidAmerican’s comments filed with the Board on June 24, 2014, MidAmerican 
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suggested it is possible to eliminate most of the cross-subsidization problem by implementing 

demand rates with TOU energy rates for residential and small commercial DG customers where 

the allocated costs of providing distribution and transmission service are collected in the demand 

charge, as opposed to volumetric $/kWh charges.  For additional information, refer to 

MidAmerican's response to Question 7 beginning on page 13 of its June 24, 2014 filing in this 

docket.  It is MidAmerican’s position that if a rate design can be demonstrated to fairly and 

adequately recover the cost of providing utility service to DG customers, implementing that rate 

design will reasonably resolve cross-subsidization issues between DG and non-DG customers. 

17. Comment on IPL’s suggestion that DG customers should have their own specific 

customer class for rate design purposes since their load profiles and service needs 

differ from non-DG customers.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 MidAmerican agrees that the Board should consider approving separate rates and a 

separate rate group for DG customers (not just NEM customers), whether as a separate class or a 

separate rate group within the DG customer’s current rate class.  It is a generally accepted 

principle in cost of service and rate design that groups of customers with demonstrably different 

load shapes and service requirements can be segregated into separate rate groups or classes for 

the purpose of cost of service.  It can be clearly demonstrated that DG customers have different 

load shapes than regular residential customers.  Therefore, segregating DG customers into a 

separate rate group or class is justifiable and would provide the following benefits: 

 Rates can be designed in a manner that fully recovers the revenue requirement, 

which may not be feasible if the rate design for the current class or group is 

perpetuated. 

 

 Rates can be designed for the group or class without impacting the design of the 

other classes or groups. 

 

 Rates can be designed to incentivize integration into the grid in a way that 

benefits the grid and its customers. 
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 For the purposes of cost of service, MidAmerican acknowledges there are pros and cons 

to making DG customers a separate class or group.  One advantage of making DG customers a 

separate class in cost of service includes: 

 Revenue requirements can be determined and allocated/assigned to a DG rate 

group in the same way that revenue requirements are allocated to other groups 

and classes.  This allows the design of a special rate for DG customers that 

recovers the allocated revenue requirement in much the same way as is used for 

every other class of customers. 

 

 The disadvantages to be considered include the following: 

 

 It may take significantly more load research data to support DG class or group 

results than for a normal residential sample (see response to Question 35) in order 

to determine the revenue requirement and bill the rate.  

 

 Rates developed for a defined DG class in a rate case will be sufficient for that 

specific population, but may not be sufficient over time if the population of DG 

customers or the pattern of DG operations changes over time.  This might be more 

likely for a DG class than a regular residential class. 

 

 Depending on the cost of service and rate design methodologies used, certain 

components of rate design for DG customers could end up being different than a 

similarly designed rate for regular residential customers, causing confusion in the 

market.  

 

 Cost of service results for a standalone DG class may be unstable or not intuitive 

depending on the exact nature of the DG load shape and the cost of service 

methodologies used. 

 

 An alternative strategy to making DG customers a specific class in cost of service is to 

develop an appropriate DG rate from current residential load data and demonstrate that those 

rates adequately recover the cost of providing utility service to DG customers.  If it can be shown 

that a single rate design developed from current residential cost of service data adequately 

recovers the cost of providing service to both DG and non-DG customers, separation into 

separate classes is not needed, and the disadvantages of separating DG customers into a separate 

class would be avoided.   
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18. Some parties suggest that a study be done showing the benefits of DG compared to 

the costs of DG to determine if there is cross-subsidization. 

 

a. Is this an appropriate approach to resolve this issue? 

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 While a study showing the benefits of DG compared to the costs would provide a tool for 

evaluating if there is cross-subsidization, MidAmerican is concerned that the results would be far 

from definitive. A look at outcomes of such studies in other jurisdictions makes it clear that 

depending on the assumptions that are made (which have wide variations and are hotly 

contested), the degree of cross-subsidization found can be significantly different 

b. Is this the appropriate time to expend the resources to conduct such a study 

or should the study be done when DG penetration reaches a level where it 

becomes a bigger issue for utilities? 

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 If the Board determines that such a study is needed, from MidAmerican’s standpoint it is 

probably not cost-effective to expend the resources to conduct it at this time. MidAmerican 

currently has fewer than 200 DG customers. 

c. If your response to part (b) is that a study should be delayed until DG 

penetration increases, what level of penetration do you believe would justify 

the study? 

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 The study should be performed when there is enough DG penetration that the discrepancy 

between the price paid and the value received is material.  While “material” is a subjective term, 

MidAmerican believes 10 MW of installed residential and small commercial DG would be a 

reasonable threshold for performing the study.  This corresponds to roughly 1,000 typical 

residential and small commercial DG systems. 

d. Who should perform the study? 
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MidAmerican Response: 

 

 The study should be performed by a reputable third party with substantial relevant utility 

industry experience. 

e. Who should pay for the study? 

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 Depending upon the cost of the study, it may be appropriate to recover the costs through 

a rider assessed to all electric customers in Iowa. 

19. INEDA points to Minnesota, Illinois, Arizona
6
, and Colorado meter aggregation 

rules for Board consideration. Could any of these approaches be appropriate for 

Iowa?  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 MidAmerican believes that aggregated net metering should involve facilities “behind the 

utility meter” to avoid cross-subsidization of other customers, unnecessary complexity in billing 

and the need for retail wheeling.  Should the Board wish to pursue meter aggregation, the 

following provisions that are reflected in some of the states’ rules should be part of any program 

in order to be consistent with those principles:   

 Contiguous parcels: Most of these states required aggregated meters to be on 

contiguous parcels.  For example, the state of Minnesota requires aggregated 

meters to be contiguous, not even separated by easements, to the parcel on which 

the distributed generation facility is located.  2013 MN Statutes 216B.164, Subd. 

4a. This is necessary to avoid the potential for retail wheeling. 

 

 Common ownership:  Most states require some level of common ownership, such 

as requiring the aggregating customer to be named on all bills or the aggregated 

facilities to be located on customer-owned or leased property.  A lack of a 

common ownership requirement could lead to a variety of complex issues, such as 

ownership of any credits and responsibility for unpaid bills.     

 

 Same rate schedule:  In order to avoid cross-subsidization of the aggregating 

                                                           
6
 A review of INEDA’s comments indicates that the documents reference the state of Arkansas and not Arizona, so 

MidAmerican’s comments reflect the Arkansas meter aggregation requirements. 
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customers, there should be no opportunity to for the composite group to pay a 

lower total cost for electric service than it would if its usage was not aggregated. 

 

 Applies only to charges using kilowatt-hours as billing determinants:  This 

requirement helps ensure that customer charges will continue to recover 

appropriate costs associated with each aggregated meter.  It also ensures that there 

will be no possibility of a demand rachet that allows a combined load to pay a 

lower rate than it would have otherwise, as in the Plymouth Energy master-

metering case cited above in response to Question 13.    

 

 Reasonable fee for meter aggregation:  Meter aggregation adds a new level of 

complexity to utility service and it is appropriate to add a specific cost-based 

charge for its implementation instead of requiring all customers to bear these costs.  

 

 Limited to customer load only:  The limits of the underlying net metering rules 

on the amount of load that can be served via net metering should apply to the 

aggregated load.  In other words, aggregated metering should not provide a greater 

opportunity for the owner of a qualifying facility to earn credits or compensation 

than the owner would under standard net metering.  A QF always has the 

opportunity to sell all of its output to the utility instead of net metering. 

 

Question 20 For Iowa Association of Municipal Utilities (IAMU) 

 

 MidAmerican has no comment related to this question. 

 

Question 21 For Electric Cooperatives and Municipal Utilities 

 

 MidAmerican has no comment related to this question. 

 

22. Is there a need to adopt FERC SGIP standards as recommended by the 

Environmental Law and Policy Center (ELPC) and others? Specify sections of the 

standards that should be adopted and explain the value these sections would bring 

to the Board’s existing rules.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 No, MidAmerican does not see a specific need for the Board to adopt the new FERC 

SGIP standards and believes the existing Board DG rules adequately cover the areas affected by 

the new SGIP.  The SGIP has four major changes: 1) adds a pre-application process; 2) revises 

the fast track size threshold from 2 MW to as high as 5 MW under certain voltage and feeder 

location criteria; 3) adds a Level 2 supplemental screening for fast track interconnections failing 
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initial screens; and 4) adds a comment period for interconnection customers to provide written 

comments on system upgrades required in the interconnection agreement. 

 For Item 1, the ad hoc inquiries or interconnection requests received by MidAmerican 

have not driven a need for a pre-application process at this time.  A pre-application process may 

be beneficial in the future if the number of ad hoc inquiries and interconnection requests 

increases. 

 For Item 2, the existing 2 MW Level 2 fast track threshold has not been the sole limiting 

factor in being able to process interconnection requests with the fast track method.  

MidAmerican does not see any benefits to the customer or the utility in revising the threshold.   

 For Item 3, MidAmerican does not recommend adding a Level 2 supplemental screening 

for fast track interconnections.  MidAmerican`s view of the fast track process is to process 

interconnections with no material system impacts in an expedited process.  The addition of a 

supplemental screen would only extend the fast track interconnection process. 

 For Item 4, MidAmerican does not see a need to add the suggested comment period.  

MidAmerican encourages communication between the customer and MidAmerican throughout 

the interconnection process, so MidAmerican does not feel it is necessary to prescribe such 

communication in a formal matter. 

 For these reasons, MidAmerican believes adopting the new FERC SGIP standards is not 

necessary. 

23. Some parties suggest that adoption of these standards would be counterproductive. 

Explain why adoption of these sections is not counterproductive. 

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 MidAmerican understands why some parties may have suggested that the new FERC 

SGIP changes are counterproductive.  For example, increasing the fast track MW threshold level 
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may only give the interconnection customer the expectation that its larger request will qualify, 

while the existing MW threshold may not have been the sole limiting factor in processing the 

interconnection request using the fast track method.  Also, the addition of a supplemental screen 

in a fast track process would seem to only increase the total duration of the interconnection 

process on average. 

 MidAmerican does not see a specific need for the Board to adopt the new FERC SGIP 

standards and can see where the adoption of the changes could be counterproductive to the 

existing process. 

24. Is there a need to adopt the Interstate Renewable Energy Council’s Model 

Interconnection Procedures, as recommended by ELPC and others? Explain the 

additional value these standards would bring to the Board’s existing rules.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 No, MidAmerican does not see a specific need for the Board to adopt the Interstate 

Renewable Energy Council’s (“IREC”) Model Interconnection Procedures.  For example, the 

IREC procedures eliminate the lockable external disconnect switch for inverter-based facilities.  

These lockable external disconnect switches are necessary to provide a secure isolation point for 

the DG.  The isolation point is a safety feature for maintenance and emergency situations.  The 

lockable external disconnect switch provides benefits to the customer, utility and to first 

responders such as fire-fighting personnel.  In addition, for Level 1 requests, the IREC 

procedures allow for interconnection requests that require minor modifications to proceed in the 

fast track process.  MidAmerican`s view of the Level 1 fast track process is to process 

interconnections with no physical modifications required.  There is already a process to handle 

situations when physical modifications are required.  Allowing system modifications to be 

included in the Level 1 fast track process would slow down the process, reducing the efficiency 

and purpose of existence of the fast track process.  For these reasons, MidAmerican does not 
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recommend adopting the IREC procedures. 

25. Comment on the need to develop a supplemental periodic installation review process 

after the installation of DG. 

 

a. What elements (frequency of installation inspection, duration, etc.) should be 

included in the review process? 

b. Who should develop, implement, and conduct the review process? 

c. Do you have any suggestions on which Board rules need revision to 

incorporate your recommendations? 

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

(a)  It is recommended that the customer DG installation (e.g., relaying and protective 

devices, external lockable disconnect switch) be tested per the equipment manufacturer’s 

recommendations.  In addition, a visual inspection should be completed every five years.  

Properly functioning equipment—especially relaying, protective devices, and external lockable 

disconnect switches—is essential to ensure safe and reliable operation of the DG and its 

interaction with the customer’s system, other customers, and the electric distribution system.  

(b)  If a review process were added, the Board should lead the development of the 

review process with stakeholders.  The DG owner or its contractor would be in the best position 

to inspect, complete a review and provide any required results to the interconnecting utility. 

(c) It is suggested that any developed periodic installation review process 

requirements be included in the IUB DG rules and in the interconnection agreement. 

26. Who has the authority to inspect a DG installation for improper installation, 

maintenance or operation?  Provide legal standards that apply.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 There are two primary inspectors of a DG installation.  The utility has a variety of 

inspection authorities under Chapter 45 of the Board’s rules and its form contracts.  The utility’s 

authority is generally limited to the impact of the distributed generation system on the utility 
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system.  The DG installation is also subject to the local jurisdictional authority’s inspection for 

compliance with the State Electrical Code, presently the National Electrical Code issued and 

adopted pursuant to the National Fire Protection Association, as amended, and any wiring 

standards.  The local jurisdictional authority is location dependent and may be a state, county or 

city entity.  These requirements are adopted by the Electrical Examining Board adopted pursuant 

to Iowa Code § 103.6 and effectuated by local electrical inspection ordinances. 

 The Board’s rules allow a utility to inspect a DG installation to determine its impact on 

the interconnected system.  The Board’s interconnection rules at 199 IAC 45.3(4) require the 

utility to adopt a program of inspection for the generator and its appurtenances and 

interconnection facilities in order to determine the necessity for replacement and repair.  After 

construction, a commissioning test, which may be a witness test, may be conducted by the utility.  

199 IAC 45.1, 45.5(1). 

27. Who has the authority to penalize a DG installation for improper installation, 

maintenance or operation?  Provide legal standards that apply.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 There is limited authority under Iowa law to impose penalties on DG installation, 

operation and maintenance. 

 The local jurisdictional inspection authority may require changes to the DG installation in 

order to be approved as compliant under the Iowa Electrical Code.  The inspection process may 

require the customer to make physical changes to meet code and pay another inspection fee.  

Counties and cities are limited in their ability to impose penalties under Iowa Code §§ 331.307 

and 364.3, respectively. 

 Other than authority to disconnect under their tariffs for reasons such as non-payment, 

non-compliance with Board requirements or the creation of hazardous conditions, utilities do not 
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have the authority to impose penalties on operators of DG installations. 

 Unless the DG installation is a public utility as defined in Chapter 476, the Board does 

not have the authority to impose penalties on the DG installation, operation or maintenance. 

 If the installer is an electrician, he or she may be subject to civil penalties for not being 

properly licensed by the Electrical Examining Board, but not for faulty work. 

28. Comment on IPL’s proposal to give preference to existing customers. Explain your 

response. What problems would this create or solve? 

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 In order for MidAmerican to provide a detailed response, MidAmerican requires 

additional detail on the proposal. 

29. Provide MidAmerican's reasons to extend the notice period, a reference to the 

notification requirement that it seeks the Board to amend, and proposed language 

changes needed to extend the 30-day advance notice discussed in MidAmerican's 

response to Board Interconnection Question 2 in the May 12, 2014 Order. 

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 In MidAmerican’s previous comments, MidAmerican was referring to the 30-day 

interconnection notice in Code of Iowa section 476.6A concerning notification requirements for 

alternate energy production facilities within 30 days of the commencement of construction or 

installation of an alternate energy production facility.  The statute is referenced below.   

State of Iowa Notification Requirements: Statue for Alternate Energy Production 

Facilities 476.6A  Alternate energy production facilities — notification 

requirements: 

 

1. On and after January 1, 2013, the owner of an alternate energy production 

facility, as defined in section 476.42, which when constructed or installed 

will be attached to an electric transmission or distribution line or attached 

to equipment which is attached to an electric transmission or distribution 

line, who has not entered into a power purchase agreement with a public 

utility, shall be subject to the notification requirements of subsection 2. 

 

2. No later than thirty days prior to commencement of the construction or 

installation of an alternate energy production facility as described in 
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subsection 1, the owner of the facility shall provide written notice to the 

public utility within whose service territory the facility is to be located of 

the owner’s intent to construct or install the facility, the type of facility to 

be constructed or installed, and the date that the facility is anticipated to 

commence operation. 

 

 This statute and the Board DG interconnection rules do not align for customers that are 

served by rate-regulated utilities and which interconnect pursuant to 199 IAC 45 of the Board’s 

rules, or non-rate regulated utilities that have adopted the Board’s interconnection requirements, 

including the timelines.  In reviewing this statute, MidAmerican noticed that the timelines for 

interconnections under the Board’s DG rules allow for a review period of more than 30 days.  

For example, the Level 1 interconnection process could take up to 32 days by the timelines in the 

DG rules, while a DG installation can be commenced and completed the same day.  The 

interconnection process timelines for Levels 2-4 interconnections allow for additional time.  As a 

result, MidAmerican recommends that the statute be updated because it would be more 

beneficial in case a potential DG customer did not realize that the actual interconnection process 

can and may take longer than 30 days. 

 It is recommended that the law be amended to reference the Board DG interconnection 

rules for those customers that are served by utilities regulated by the Board. This is 

recommended because the DG rules were in place first and involve specific processes that have 

been implemented for several years.  For those customers not served by utilities regulated by the 

Board, the statute should also defer to the applicable interconnection rules of the applicable 

utility in case the utility’s notification requirement was more stringent. 

The Board has additional questions regarding the interconnection process, fees, standards 

and other interconnection issues: 

 

30. What, if any, specific Board rule changes are necessary to allow for the study of DG 

installations in new developments or neighborhood service areas? 
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MidAmerican Response: 

 For new developments or neighborhoods that are planned and/or marketed as homes with 

renewable generation, a change to the Board DG rules could benefit the developer, customer and 

utility.  The allowance of a group interconnection request by a developer for a new development 

along with a group study to analyze the request would enable the developer to know whether the 

new development could indeed be developed and marketed as a renewable generation area or 

what system improvements would be needed. 

 The group study would assess the entire development and determine if the planned 

development can interconnect, rather than on a building-by-building basis.  This could avoid a 

situation where the first part of the development consumes the available capacity and effectively 

blocks the remaining building from participating unless the remaining building fund upgrades. 

31. Is there a need to revisit the 15 percent screen standard discussed in rules 199 IAC 

45.8(1)"a" and 45.9(1)"a"? Explain your response. 

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 No, MidAmerican does not see a need to revisit the 15 percent screen.  The 15 percent 

screen of the maximum feeder peak is intended to align with 50 percent of the minimum load on 

a typical, non-industrial feeder.  In industry and MidAmerican's experience, there is a good 

correlation between these values.  The peak screening threshold is necessary because the 

minimum load level is information typically not available.  Peak load information is more readily 

available.  Therefore, a peak-based threshold is required in order to perform the screen in some 

situations.  The 15 percent threshold is a reasonable limit for fast track screenings, which are 

intended to pass interconnections with negligible adverse impacts to the distribution system.  A 

higher screening threshold would increase the likelihood of the total DG on a branch matching or 

exceeding the minimum load on that branch and increase the possibility of islanding conditions.  
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The islanding conditions may damage the DG, other DG customer equipment, utility equipment 

or other customer equipment in the islanded area. 

32. What are the potential impacts of revising the 15 percent limit of the maximum load 

normally supplied by the distribution circuit to a higher limit?  

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 The potential impacts of increasing the 15 percent limit for the fast track screen increase 

the possibility of the total DG on a branch matching or exceeding the minimum load on that 

branch.  When this occurs, it is possible the DG output and customer loads could match and make 

islanding possible.  These islanding conditions may damage the DG, other DG customer 

equipment, utility equipment or other customer equipment in the islanded area. 

33. What, if any, higher limit should be adopted? Explain the reasoning and data that 

support why such a higher limit is reasonable.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 MidAmerican does not recommend adoption of a higher limit.  As discussed in responses 

to Questions 31 and 32, the industry established the 15 percent threshold because it is a good 

approximation of the minimum load on a feeder.  Increasing the 15 percent limit for the fast track 

screen increases the possibility of the total DG on a branch matching or exceeding the minimum 

load on that branch and then resulting in an islanding condition.  These islanding conditions may 

damage the DG, other DG customer equipment, utility equipment or other customer equipment 

in the islanded area. 

34. Comment on IPL’s proposal to increase the Level 1 and Level 2 application fees to 

$250, including any justification for keeping fees the same or raising them to IPL's 

recommended level.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 Like IPL, MidAmerican recognizes that the existing application fees do not offset the 

costs associated with processing an interconnection request. Based on the experiences of those 
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involved in performing the administration, screening, testing and billing associated with 

processing interconnection requests, MidAmerican estimated the costs to process Level 1 and 

Level 2 interconnections at approximately $990 and $1,140, respectively, based on typical UL741 

certified inverter-based interconnection requests.  These interconnections utilize lab certified 

equipment and were typically less than 100 kW in size. The estimates are provided below: 

 
 

 
 

 

 MidAmerican believes that IPL’s proposed increase is a reasonable proposal based on 

MidAmerican’s estimates that the cost is even greater to process an interconnection request.   

35. For MidAmerican and IPL: What number of DG customers would be required 

before you would be able to conduct cost of service studies to determine DG class 

Level 1 Interconnections (Inverter based UL741 certified)
Activity Hours $

Review application, queue administration 1.50     75       

Request for additional info/clarifications & further review 2.50     125     

Engineering screens and documentation 2.00     100     

Contract administration (prepartion of agreement, records) 1.00     50       

Contract administration (mgmt review & signatures of agreement 

and certificate of completion)
1.00     50       

Meter coordination 0.50     25       

Witness test coordination, travel, completion (avg rural & urban) 3.75     188     

Meter processing request & installation 2.50     125     

Final documentation (records, mapping) 1.00     50       

Mapping generator installation 1.00     50       

Manual billing - initial set up 3.33     150     

Total to Accommodate Initial Installation 20.1     988     

Level 2 Interconnections (Inverter based UL741 certified)
Activity Hours $

Review application, queue administration 2.00     100     

Request for additional info/clarifications & further review 2.50     125     

Engineering screens and documentation 4.00     200     

Contract administration (prepartion of agreement, records) 2.00     100     

Contract administration (mgmt review & signatures of agreement 

and certificate of completion)
1.00     50       

Meter coordination 0.50     25       

Witness test coordination, travel, completion (avg rural & urban) 3.25     163     

Meter processing request & installation 2.50     125     

Final documentation (records, mapping) 1.00     50       

Mapping generator installation 1.00     50       

Manual billing - initial set up 3.30     150     

Total to Accommodate Initial Installation 23.1     1,138   
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rates?  Does either utility have a cost study today to show that the true 

interconnection costs exceed the current fees?  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 The answer to how many DG customers would be required to conduct cost of service 

studies to determine DG class rates depends on whether DG customers are to be separated into a 

separate class.  In any case, it would be helpful for the Board to include an interconnection 

requirement that allows the utility to install interval demand and production meters, and to 

possess and use the production data.  This would provide information for use in obtaining a more 

complete understanding of the cost of service for DG customers. 

 Assuming that DG customers are to be separated into a separate class in a cost of service 

analysis, MidAmerican notes that in its current cost of service study, the smallest cost of service 

class is the traffic control class, which accounts for .025% of total Iowa sales and .033% of total 

Iowa revenues.  Using this as a guideline, the corresponding number of residential DG customers 

needed to make a viable class is approximately 1,000 (see response to Question 18c), with a very 

approximate revenue requirement of $1M (out of $1.337B in total).  While there are no specific 

rules that govern the size of load research samples in a cost of service, it is generally the case that 

load research samples are designed to achieve a minimum 90/10 design standard, meaning that 

the samples are designed to estimate class load at the time of the system peak to within plus or 

minus 10 percent with 90% confidence.  If every customer in a class has hourly metering, one 

can simply use all of the meters in a census sample and achieve good results. 

 MidAmerican’s current residential sample contains approximately 400 sample points.  It 

is expected that because different DG installations can have very different production profiles 

late in the day at the time of system peak, volatility in loads at the time of peak for DG customers 

can be assumed to be at least as much as for regular customers, and likely more.  This would 
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indicate that samples for DG customers need to be larger than for regular customers. 

 If it is assumed that DG customers do not need to be separated into a separate class, DG 

rates can be developed under currently available data.  All that would be needed is enough DG 

sample points to demonstrate that the proposed DG rates adequately recover the costs of 

providing utility service to DG customers.  This sample size would be significantly less than that 

needed to produce valid cost of service results. 

 MidAmerican does not have a detailed cost study, but as described above in the response 

to Question 34, MidAmerican has developed cost estimates based on experiences of those 

involved in typical Level 1 and Level 2 interconnection requests involving UL741 certified 

inverter-based installations over the past couple years.  These interconnections were typically less 

than 100 kW in size.  MidAmerican estimated the costs to process Level 1 and Level 2 

interconnections at approximately $990 and $1,140, respectively. 

36. MidAmerican has indicated that a DG owner is a different type of customer and 

should be treated as a separate class. Provide comments on how this should be 

done, if it should be done, or if there is a different way to account for differences 

between customers.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 Please refer to MidAmerican’s response to Question 17. 

37. Should utilities require DG operators to install a lockable external disconnect 

switch?  Explain your response and provide the pros and cons of such a 

requirement from cost and technology perspectives separately.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 Yes, MidAmerican believes a DG customer should be required to install a lockable 

external disconnect switch.  These lockable external disconnect switches are necessary to 

provide a secure isolation point for the DG. The isolation point is a safety feature for 

maintenance and emergency situations.  The lockable external disconnect switch provides 
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benefits to the customer, utility and to first responders such as fire-fighting personnel. 

At this time, the Board will not require long-term commitments from DG owners that plan 

to sell excess generation to the utility.  Detailed elements of interconnection agreements 

should be negotiated by interconnecting parties and not mandated by the Board because 

circumstances can vary.   
 

 

MidAmerican Comment: 

 

 MidAmerican understands the negotiation of the detailed elements of interconnection 

agreements applies only to the small number of DG customers who do not net meter. 

38. For each reported DG facility, indicate whether capacity and generation data is 

reported to the Energy Information Administration (EIA). In other words, do any 

DG facilities file either EIA 860 or EIA 923 reports?  If so, identify those facilities.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 As this question is applicable to owners of DG facilities, MidAmerican has no comment. 

 

39. Did you include all CHP installations in the data you provided? If not, provide 

comparable data for all CHP installations in your service territories.  

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 Yes, MidAmerican included all CHP installations in the data it provided. 

 

40. Based on the data provided, it appears that hourly load data is available for the DG 

capacity associated with all residential customers for both IPL and MidAmerican; 

for 10 percent of the non-residential DG capacity for MidAmerican; and for 59 

percent of IPL's non-residential DG capacity.  Is this statement accurate? If no, 

what are the correct percentages?  If yes, discuss what would be required in order 

to get hourly data for the remaining DG capacity.  

 
MidAmerican Response: 

 The statement in this question is accurate for MidAmerican.  The non-residential capacity 

for which MidAmerican does not have hourly load data are DG installations which are for the 

exclusive use of the customer and are not involved in producing energy that goes back to 

MidAmerican.  Because these installations do not involve energy production for sale to 

MidAmerican, MidAmerican has not sought to measure or acquire data for these installations 
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and the data may or may not exist.  MidAmerican believes it would need the customer’s 

permission to acquire this data.  MidAmerican has hourly data for all residential and non-

residential installations that produce energy that potentially goes back to MidAmerican. 

41. On July 11, 2014, the Iowa Supreme Court issued its opinion in No. 13-0642, SZ 

Enterprises, LLC, d/b/a Eagle Point Solar v. Iowa Utilities Board, a Division of the 

Department of Commerce, State of Iowa, et al. What are the legal impacts, if any, 

of this decision on DG policies or practices in general and particular policies or 

practices such as net metering (both traditional and virtual)?  Does the decision 

impact any of your prior comments or responses in this docket? If so, explain.  

 

MidAmerican Response: 

 

 MidAmerican interprets the SZ Solar decision to hold that lessors of solar collectors (such 

as the facility installed on the city of Dubuque, Iowa, building that was the subject of the 

litigation) are not subject to regulation by the Iowa Utilities Board as public utilities under 

Chapter 476 when they are parties to a third-party purchase power agreements and receive 

payments from lessees of the renewable equipment based on a rate for each kilowatt hour of 

production of the renewable equipment.  The ruling does not affect the obligations of lessees as 

public utility customers and does not provide lessors with any other advantages not available to 

other providers of electrical equipment to public utility customers. 

The Board will rely on the State Fire Marshal to determine whether additional measures 

need to be implemented to ensure that DG does not delay or jeopardize fire personnel and 

to determine whether DG installers should be licensed or certified. Implementing any such 

measures is within the State Fire Marshal's expertise and no participant recommended 

that the Board seek to undertake these functions.  The Board notes that contact 

information for the State Fire Marshal Division of the Iowa Department of Public Safety 

(State Fire Marshal) is on the proposed DG checklist and the Board intends to place this 

information on any webpage or brochure that is developed. A link to the North American 

Board of Certified Energy Practitioners' website may also be appropriate.  

 

MidAmerican Comment: 

 

 Feedback related to DG installation practices or contractors may be directed to the Board 

as well as to the Fire Marshal.  A process for information sharing should be established to ensure 
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issues are identified and addressed in a timely manner. 

WHEREFORE, MidAmerican Energy Company respectfully requests the Iowa Utilities 

Board to take these comments into consideration as it continues to develop policies regarding 

distributed generation. 

DATED this 24
th

 day of October, 2014. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

MIDAMERICAN ENERGY COMPANY 

 

 /s/ Suzan M Stewart 

BY: __________________________________ 

Suzan M. Stewart 

Managing Senior Attorney 

P. O. Box 778 

401 Douglas Street 

Sioux City, IA 51102 

(712) 277-7587 

smstewart@midamerican.com 
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